
WNCCARRY has made a name for itself in the personal defense training market. They 

pride themselves in the highest quality training available, the best knowledgeable staff 

and most importantly customer satisfaction. Far too often customers run into those “so 

called instructors” whose training is more a liability than ability. At WNCCARRY we 

encourage you to take the time to check around, ask questions and feel good with your 

decision on the person teaching you. Here at WNCCARRY we want our students to fully 

grasp the concepts we teach in our classes. 

T 

John is a certified NC General Instructor and has been teaching for 14 
plus years. He has an extensive background in corrections, emergency 
response teams, chemical munitions, private protective security, basic 
life support, and incident command systems.  
John was the leader of the DOP’s 1st Platoon ERT in the western area 
for several years before leaving.  John has also taught for the NC DOC In 

Service and Basic Training Programs, Private Protective Services, DOC PERT Team, 
Federal DOI adjunct, local community colleges and as a private instructor.  

 
John currently instructs NC Conceal Carry, Close Quarters Combat Pistol, 

Advance Level II Firearms, Safariland Chemicals (Nation Certification), NRA Pistol, 
Woman's Self Defense, Rape Prevention, Team Building, Tactical Positional Awareness 
and Public Pepper Spray (OC) classes  
 

Well known for a positive teaching style in the class room and his hands on 
lectureing abilities. "Being prepared, is not just a saying, it's something we must 
practice. As with any learned skill - failure to practice equals diminished abilities.” 
“Correct practice makes better, but nothing is perfect or full proof”. 

 
Tony has several years' experience in instruction and corrections. He is a 
NC General Instructor as well and brings a balanced approach in 
teaching. His knowledge base on team building is broad and this shows 
in his teaching abilities. 
 
Tony specializes in self-defense, weapons retention, weapon disarming 

and in special chemical applications. He has served as an emergency response team 
leader as well as a special operations officer on the NC PERT team. Tony has strong 
background in the urban operations and has honed his skills well. He continues to bring 
new life to the classes and his dedication to the team is unmatched. 
 
We look forward to seeing you in our training and hope you return many times for new 
classes, most importantly tell others about the WNCCARRY team and always be safe! 

mailto:tony@wnccarry.com

